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APPENDICES – To be completed by schools 
 
APPENDIX A : Our Code of Behaviour 
 
The children designed the following whole school Code of Behaviour 
Eastfield pupils will always: 

• Be kind to others. 

• Act with courtesy and consideration at all times. 

• Follow instructions. 

• Try their best 

• Use quiet, polite voices 

• Walk in school 

• Keep he school and its environment clean and tidy 

• Continue to behave responsibly out of school 
 
We believe that the relationship between class teacher and pupil underpins good behaviour 
 
The children and adults are expected to model good behaviour and take an active role in 
reviewing behaviour in their own community. The use of affective statements should be visible 
and modelled by all members of staff and pupils. 
 
The children and adults are responsible for their own actions and the choices that they make. 
 
Children and adults are held accountable for the choices that they make through the use of 
restorative circles and conferences. 
 
Restorative circles are encouraged as the first point of call and can be instigated by children 
and adults. 
 
 
APPENDIX B: REWARDS AND SANCTIONS 
 
Rewards rather than sanctions are our preferred incentive to good behaviour.  
REWARDS 

• Verbal praise 

• House points 

• Certificate of Achievement certificates awarded in the Certificate of Achievement 
Award Assembly each week. 

• Stickers and stampers 

• Visit to a senior leader/Head for reward sticker and to share achievement 

• Phone call to parent 

• Golden time 
SANCTIONS 

• Missing breaks or part of lunch hour 

• Exclusion from their class community (until a restorative circle can take place) 
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• Participation in a restorative circle with agreed consequences 

• Withholding participation in a special event or trip that are not an essential part of the 
curriculum 

• Completing work missed due to behaviour in own time 

• Spending time ‘Repairing Harm’ e.g. cleaning up defaced equipment/putting 
classroom back in order/repairing broken resources 

 
Classroom Sanctions 
 
The aim of sanctions employed by the school is to balance the system of reward. It is a system 
designed to give clear signals to pupils about the consequences of inappropriate behaviour. 
 
Pupils should expect, in all cases, a consistent approach to inappropriate behaviour. In 
accordance with ‘Fair Process’(RP) pupils who are misbehaving are given where possible 
choices in order to take the ‘heat’ out of the situation and provide them with  a way forward. 
The focus should always be on the behaviour not the child and on opportunity for the ‘wrong 
doer’ to repair harm. 
 
We aim to involve parents early; in this way the school and home can be seen to be working 
together for the overall good of the pupil and problems can be sorted out quickly and not 
allowed to escalate. 
 
 
APPENDIX C: INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS FOR DEALING WITH LOW LEVEL 
INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR 
 
Minor Incidents  
 
Minor incidents should be addressed with by the adult responsible at the time. Sanctions must, 
where possible, be immediate and of short duration. Therefore, in discussion with the child, 
we should continue to use a restorative approach, referring to the restorative questions.  
See Restorative Practice policy and behaviour and discipline in schools guidance, January 
2016 DFE, which gives examples of strategies for minor incidents which include:- 
 

• Ignore the negative behaviour – praise the rest of the class – refer to positive 
behaviour; 

• Non-verbal checking – eye contact/disapproving frown or shake of head; 

• Verbal rebuke – reprimand – perhaps lowering of voice – remind pupil of appropriate 
preventative behaviour; 

• Keep talking - it could calm anger, but don't talk down to a child who is angry - treat 
child with respect and as an individual; 

• Use of the traffic light system 

• Time out  

• Standing near to the pupil; 

• Additional work, for example, repeating unsatisfactory work or a letter of apology 

• Missing break or lunch time 

• Loss of privileges for example – golden time 

• Removal from scene to another part of room/area - to work; 

• School based community service or imposition of a task – such as picking up litter or 
weeding school grounds; tidying a classroom; helping clear up the dining hall after 
meal times; or removing graffiti.  
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When dealing with problems we should: 
 

• Separate the pupil from the behaviour – remember it is the behaviour which is    
unacceptable, not the child. 

• Avoid confrontation. 

• Be firm rather than aggressive, shouting is unacceptable – avoid idle threats. 

• Listen. 

• Establish the facts. 

• Find out if the pupil is aware that the behaviour is unacceptable. 

• Ascertain whether the pupil knows the effect the behaviour has on others. 

• Encourage the pupil to think of or offer alternative types of behaviour. 

• Aim to repair the harm caused. 

• Praise in public, reprimand in private 

 


